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* Several new and improved datasets ingested in last 12 months
* Retired 42 deprecated datasets

* Continued support operational datastreams from 14 RDACs
* Maintain linkages to NASA CMR and LTSRF archive

* See https://search.earthdata.nasa.gov/search
* Continued user uptake

* Recent record month of  45 TBs distributed (March 2018) !
* Several GHRSST datasets in PO.DAAC top 10

* User community engagement 
* Improved data recipes with data and tutorials
* PO.DAAC drive evangelizing

* Supporting Regional Global Task Sharing (R/G TS) architecture formal proposal

2017-2018 Highlights



PO.DAAC Distribution metrics: 
Monthly Unique Users 



Monthly Volumes



Monthly Files



* https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/metrics

PO.DAAC top 10

https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/metrics


* NOAA OSPO

* OSPO VIIRS (L3U/L2P) v2.41 
* RSS

* WindSat L3U v7.0.1a
* GMI L3U v8.2a
* AMSR2 L2P v8a
* TMI L3U V7.1a
* AMSRE L3U v7as
* MW&MW/IR OI L4 GLOB v5.0 

* NAVO

* VIIRS-NPP L2P 1-meter SST v3.0
* JPL

* VIRSS L2p v2016.0

New datasets released



* SOTO: visualization including GHRSST MODIS L2P, MUR L4, SMAP SSS

* Improved SOTO under design !
* PO.DAAC Web Services: search, discovery, metadata, extract as 

“chained” services.

* L2 Subsetting Service
* HiTIDE: GUI based L2 subsetting.

* OPeNDAP: Subsetting for L2/L3/L4

* THREDDS: Dataset aggregation and subsetting 

* Live Access Server (LAS) for L3/L4 subsetting  and visualization

* Webification (w10n-sci): Arbitrary data store exposed as URLs. 
Subsetting by value.

* Metadata Compliance Checker:  Granule level CF and ACDD metadata 
checks

Tool Summary



PO.DAAC Drive

• PO.DAAC (or Earthdata) Drive will replace FTP in the very near future
• https://podaac-uat.jpl.nasa.gov/drive
• https://urs.earthdata.nasa.gov/users/new

• How do user interact with PO.DAAC drive?
• HTTPS interface, e.g., using browser or wget
• Mount the entire PO.DAAC data store as if a local disk drive

https://podaac-uat.jpl.nasa.gov/drive
https://urs.earthdata.nasa.gov/users/new


* Server side analytics and data interrogation and visualization
* Improved search relevance for oceanographic dataset 

discovery
* In situ to satellite matchup capability
* New paradigm for data storage and access
* Several talks on Thurs highlighting this technology and 

capabilities

OceanWorks



* New NASA Data Management Plan proposals for emerging Missions to 
include detailed data quality sections
* “General: Describe the process planned for assuring data quality. Include data 

flows and organizations/groups involved in assuring data quality. Provide 
reference to Interface Control Documents between organizations that have 
been or planned to be developed. Work with NASA designated data centers, 
science teams, and/or review boards to provide data quality information 
through a standardized format or schema for describing quality (e.g., GHRSST 
GDS-2 model for quality confidence levels). If a standard schema is not 
available or applicable for use, include documentation clearly explaining the 
schema to be used and/or consider developing a published and citable 
standards document through ESO.”

* “Identify quantifiable data quality criteria, such as confidence levels and the 
values of quality flags, which can be used as criteria for refining search 
queries.”

* “ Provide pixel-level uncertainty information where possible and meaningful; 
provide the confidence level (e.g., 95%) to indicate the statistical significance.”

Impacts of GHRSST


